In the book, Unix Network Programming, the author ambitiously attempts to present th e concepts and details needed to develop sophisticated networking applications for Unix-base d systems . The book covers both the 4 .3 BSD and System V versions of Unix, and it include s 15,000 lines of source code ranging in complexity from a simple client-server program usin g pipes, to the BSD Unix remote login utilities ?login and rlogind. Although the focus of th e book will be welcomed by Unix programmers, its presentation of the material is unlikely t o please either beginning or experienced Unix programmers .
The book is divided into roughly four parts . The first part introduces concepts an d reviews the history of the many versions of the Unix operating system . In addition, it provides a brief summary of such basic Unix concepts as processes, process groups, the fil e system, file protection, signals, as well as related system calls . The remainder of the firs t part covers intra-machine interprocess communication, focusing on pipes, FIFOs, streams , shared memory, and System V 's message queues and semaphores . Each topic includes a n example program that demonstrates how a program actually uses a particular facility .
The second part of the book covers such general networking concepts as layering, loca l and wide area networks, gateways, the client-server model, and routing . It also present s various protocols that have been used in and around Unix systems, including the TCP/I P protocols, the Xerox XNS protocols, Unix-to-Unix Copy (UUCP), as well as NetBIOS, an d IBM 's Systems Network Architecture (SNA) . At this point the focus of the book narrow s considerably, with the remaining five hundred pages of text focusing almost exclusively o n the TCP/IP and XNS protocol suites .
The third part of the book gives detailed descriptions of BSD sockets and System V' s Transport Layer Interface (TLI), and covers the Unix library routines for such functions a s converting between user-friendly machine names and low-level addresses or converting between host and network byte ordering . In addition, the author develops a set of routines fo r dynamically estimating the round trip time and presents an application that uses acknowledgements, timeouts, and retransmissions to provide reliable service using the unreliabl e UDP service .
The last part of the book covers applications and security . One chapter shows the sourc e code for the authentication steps used in BSD's rsh and rexec family of applications and give s an overview of MIT's Kerberos system . Another six chapters provide complete, substantial application programs that are both useful in their own right and tie together the concept s and details of the previous chapters . A chapter on ping shows a program for sending ICM P echo requests, along with its analog for the XNS environment . Another chapter presents a client implementation of the Trivial File Transfer Protocol (TFTP), while another describe s the BSD line printer spooler programs 1pr and 1pd, giving a sample 1pr client program capable of sending print jobs to a remote machine . The book continues with a presentation of th e source code for the BSD remote command programs rcmd, rshd, rexec, and rexecd, and it devotes a chapter to the rlogin remote terminal login routines, describing pseudo-terminals , flow control, and the need for control terminals . The remaining chapters cover remote tap e drive access, performance issues, and remote procedure calls .
While the book is filled with information, its presentation of material leads to immediate difficulties . Undergraduate and graduate students as well as computer professionals will b e frustrated in its failure to clearly explain concepts before diving into the details, renderin g the book unattractive as a learning text . For example, while describing Unix process ids, th e author describes the real, effective, user, and group ids of a process, but gives the system call s used to obtain such ids without ever explaining (in abstract terms) what they are used fo r (e.g., to control access to resources) . As another example, when describing the Unix sockaddr data structure, the author dives into the details of what the fields contain for each of th e various address types without first stepping back and explaining the purpose of structur e itself (e.g ., protocol-independent, transport-level addressing) . Finally, the section describing reserved ports specifies which port numbers are reserved and how to allocate them, but fail s to remind the reader what reserved ports are actually used for . While these examples may seem trivial, similar examples appear throughout the text .
Likewise, experienced Unix programmers will be disappointed in the book's weaknes s as a reference text . When discussing library procedures and system calls, the book give s examples of how a program would use a particular routine, but neglects to clearly articulat e what the routine actually does, or what its arguments are . Indeed, explanations tend to be operational (e .g., set field X to 54 and then call Y) rather than explanatory in nature , and programmers will need to consult the Unix manual pages for an explanation of what a particular routine does . While there is no substitute for the actual manual pages, of course , the book omits too many details to pass as a reference text . For example, some of the sample programs use types and symbols (presumably) defined in header files, but not included i n the text . To fully understand the examples, access to the actual manual pages is a must .
In balance, the book's strongest contributions are its programs . The large number o f sample programs demonstrate the usage of Unix system calls and library procedures, an d the book clearly highlights the differences between BSD and System V Unix . The example programs are especially useful because they also cover obscure, poorly documented feature s such as sending file descriptors across sockets, or the setting of various socket options .
In summary, Unix Network Programming is a disappointing addition to the libraries o f Unix network programmers . Although it has assembled a wealth of information into a singl e book, and it includes large programs that demonstrate many of the advanced Unix routine s and system calls, most readers will find the book either lacking in detail, or difficult to follow .
